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요  약

압축센싱은 성긴(Sparse) 는 압축가능한(Compressible) 신호에 해 Nyquist rate 미만의 샘 링으로도 신호 복원이 가능

하다는 것을 수학 으로 증명한 새로운 패러다임의 신호 획득 방법이다. 단순한 신호 획득 과정을 이용하면서도, 동시에 우수한 

압축센싱 복원 상을 얻기 한 많은 연구들이 수행되고 있다. 그러나, 에 지 분포  인간 시각 시스템 등 컬러 상에 한 

기본 인 특성을 복원 과정에 활용한 기존 압축센싱 련 연구는 많이 부족하다. 이러한 문제를 해결하기 해, 본 논문에서는 

컬러 상의 압축센싱 복원을 한 평활 그룹-희소성 기반 반복  경성 임계 알고리즘을 제안한다. 제안하는 방법은 그룹-희소성에 

기반한 경성 임계치 용과 임 기반 필터의 사용을 통해 상의 변환 역에 한 희소성을 증 시키는 동시에 화소 역의 

평활 정도를 복원 과정에 활용할 수 있도록 한다. 한, 그룹-희소화 경성 임계 과정은 자연 상의 에 지 분포  인간 시각 

시스템 특성에 따라 요하다고 단되는 RGB-그룹 계수들을 보 하도록 설계하 다. 실험 결과 객  화질 측면에서 제안방

법이 표 인 그룹-희소화 평활 복원 기법 보다 평균 PSNR이 최  2.7dB 높은 것을 확인하 다.  

Abstract

Compressive sensing is a new signal acquisition paradigm that enables sparse/compressible signal to be sampled under 

the Nyquist-rate. To fully benefit from its much simplified acquisition process, huge efforts have been made on improving 

the performance of compressive sensing recovery. However, concerning color images, compressive sensing recovery lacks 

in addressing image characteristics like energy distribution or human visual system. In order to overcome the problem, this 

paper proposes a new group-sparsity hard thresholding process by preserving some RGB-grouped coefficients important in 

both terms of energy and perceptual sensitivity. Moreover, a smoothed group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding algorithm 

for compressive sensing of color images is proposed by incorporating a frame-based filter with group-sparsity hard 

thresholding process. In this way, our proposed method not only pursues sparsity of image in transform domain but also 

pursues smoothness of image in spatial domain. Experimental results show average PSNR gains up to 2.7dB over the 

state-of-the-art group-sparsity smoothed recovery method.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Shannon-Nyquist theorem
[1]
 has opened the door to 

digital signal processing. However, it makes the 

conventional digital imaging system for image and 

video produce data of so large volume. The Nyquist 

rate is easily too high in high resolution video. Thus, 

it brings significant, or sometimes, even practically 

not easy to solve, cost issues especially for devices 

with limited resources such as portable camera 

surveillance or sensor camera. Compressive sensing 

(CS)
[2～4]

 has emerged as a promising signal 

acquisition technique that enables sparse/compressible 

signal to be sensed under the Nyquist rate.

In order to fully benefit from the simplified 

acquisition process[4], huge efforts are being made on 

improving performance of CS recovery. Most of the 

solutions work on improving the quality of CS 

recovery for gray-scale image, and only few 

approaches focus on color images[5～7]. In [5], author 

proved that CS recovery solution for gray-scale 

images does not work well for color images since the 

correlation between three RGB color channels are not 

properly exploited.

In order to overcome this problem, the work[5] 

proposed a group-sparsity minimization for exploiting 

the high correlation between color channels. That is, a 

high-value in one channel most likely means that the 

other two channel values are also high. To implement 

this idea, the RGB-grouped coefficients are defined as 

three transform coefficients, each one coming from 

each color channel. By CS recovering in the unit of 

the RGB-grouped coefficients, it is always guaranteed 

to select all three high-valued transform coefficients of 

color channels in CS recovery. The group-sparsity 

minimization has shown its good objective quality 

when compared with other pioneering work applying 

CS to color images[6] and ordinary CS recovery[8]. 

However, the work
[5]
 only focuses on pursuing 

sparsity of image in transform domain, but does not 

reflect image characteristics (e.g., energy distribution, 

structure of images) well. In order to overcome this 

problem, we employed a visually weighting process to 

the group-sparsity minimization for addressing human 

visual system characteristics
[9]
. In addition, an 

edge-preserving smoothing filter was also applied 

block by block for not only enhancing smoothness but 

also preserving structures of images.  

This paper applies the group-sparsity idea to 

iterative hard thresholding algorithm, which is one of 

the well-known CS recovery methods having good 

theoretical performance guarantee[10], as a new CS 

recovery method for color images named the 

group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding (GIHT). 

Our proposed GIHT not only pursues sparsity of 

image in transform domain but also takes into 

account the image characteristics. In fact, energy of 

natural images is mostly concentrated in low 

frequency region; therefore, low frequency coefficients 

are more important than high frequency ones in 

terms of energy. Moreover, human eyes are more 

sensitive to the loss of low frequency coefficients 

than that of high frequency ones. Motivated by that, 

the RGB-grouped coefficients are formed by three 

transform coefficients having a same zigzag scan 

order, one from each color channel. In the hard 

thresholding process, the first   groups of the 

RGB-grouped coefficients are preserved, while the 

rest of them are replaced by zero. Here,   refers to a 

sparsity level of image in a transform domain, that 

is, the number of non-zero coefficients. 

By the way, at a low sensing-rate, image suffers 

much from noise. Moreover, the hard thresholding 

process which is performed block by block leads to 

blocking artifacts
[11]

. In order to overcome these 

problems, we incorporate a frame-based filtering 

process with the GIHT algorithm to form a smoothed 

group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding algorithm 

(SGIHT). The proposed SGIHT can pursue sparsity 

of image in both transform and spatial domains. The 

contributions of this paper are:

- Proposing GIHT (group-sparsity iterative hard 
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thresholding recovery) method.

- Proposing SGIHT (smoothed group-sparsity 

iterative hard thresholding recovery) method which 

combines a frame-based filter with the 

group-sparsity hard thresholding process (GIHT). 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. 

Section Ⅱ introduces fundamentals of compressive 

sensing of color images and iterative hard 

thresholding recovery. Section Ⅲ explains the 

proposed group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding 

algorithm and smoothed group-sparsity iterative hard 

thresholding recovery. Section Ⅳ gives experimental 

results. Finally, Section V draws some conclusions.

Ⅱ. BACKGROUND

2. 1. Compressive sensing of color images

Suppose a finite-dimensional signal ∈  which 

has a sparse or compressible representation in 

transform domain (e.g., DCT or DWT). By projecting 

  using a measurement matrix  , a measurement 

vector ∈, ≪  , is obtained as: 

   (1)

Obviously, solving equation (1) for   is ill-posed 

since the number of equation ( ) is much smaller 

than that of unknowns ( ). However, Donoho[12] 

showed that if the sensing matrix   satisfies the 

restricted isometry property (RIP)
[13]

 and the 

incoherence condition[14], the signal   can be exactly 

recovered with an overwhelming probability.

To show possibility of applying CS theory to 

image/video, a single-pixel camera[8] is designed and 

shown as a demo for real sensing of images. The 

work
[6]
 combines the Bayer color filter with 

single-pixel CS for calculating measurement vector 

for color images as:

   (2)

Here,      

, where  ,  , and   

are respectively measurement vectors of R, G, and B 

color channel,      

, and  

 











  

  

  

is a measurement matrix. In fact, 

natural images may not be sparse in spatial domain, 

but can have a compressible representation in some 

transform domain. The transform coefficients put to a 

vector form is denoted by  , then it is related to   

as     where   is a selected transform. 

Therefore, (2) can be represented as:

    (3)

Here,  











  

  

  
and      


 

where   , and   respectively denotes transform 

coefficients of R, G, and B color channels. 

2. 2. Iterative hard thresholding

Iterative hard thresholding (IHT)[10] is one of 

representative greedy methods that finds a solution of 

equation (1) by solving the following optimization 

problem:

min∥ ∥ ∥∥ ≤  (4)

Here,   is a sparsity level of a vector  . The 

solution of equation (4) is found by iteratively 

performing the gradient descent and hard 

thresholding processes. The gradient descent is 

performed by the Landweber iteration[15]:


    (5)

The hard thresholding process keeps the   largest 

coefficients while putting the rest of them to zero. 

  
  (6)

The work[16] gave a good theoretical performance 

guarantee of the iterative hard thresholding method.
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Ⅲ. Proposed Scheme

In this section, we first explain procedure of our 

proposed group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding 

(GIHT) recovery method. After that, the structure of 

smoothed group sparsity iterative hard thresholding 

algorithm (SGIHT) is addressed.

3. 1. Group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding

Image characteristics should be considered to 

improve performance of CS recovery. In most cases 

of natural images, low frequency coefficients are in 

general more important than high frequency 

coefficients in both terms of energy and perceptual 

sensitivity. Firstly, energy in natural images is 

mostly concentrated in low frequency region. 

Secondly, human eyes are more sensitive to the loss 

of low frequency coefficients than that of high 

frequency ones. Moreover,  estimating the indices of 

true   largest coefficients in a noisy version of 

image is impossible. Therefore, instead of keeping the 

  largest coefficients through the ordinary hard 

thresholding process, we preserve the first   low 

frequency coefficients in a zigzag scanning order. 

Following the corollary 4[17], it is reasonable to 

consider   


, where   is the number of 

measurement.  

Table 1 illustrates the procedure of our proposed 

group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding algorithm. 

The RGB-grouped coefficients form a row vector 

     (this process is denoted as 

g=group() in Table 1), where   denotes an index 

for a transform coefficient; 1, 2, and 3 respectively 

denote R, G, and B color component. A transform 

coefficient vector can be represented as 

    
 , where   is the number of 

transform coefficients of each color channel. In the 

hard thresholding process, the first   low groups in 

zigzag scan order of RGB-grouped coefficients are 

Input: measurement vector ; measurement matrix  ; 

initial  ; tol; max ;     ; 
Output: recovered coefficients  , recovered image 



while   max  and (     tol)

  Initialize, g=group()

  Hard thresholding: keep the first k low 

frequency groups in zigzag scan order.

  Landweber iteration:

          
   

  Calculate root mean square error:

     

 ∥   ∥  
end of while

표 1. 그룹-희소화 기반 반복  경성 임계 알고리즘

Table 1. Group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding 

algorithm.

그림 1. 평활 그룹-희소화 기반 반복  경성 임계 복원

Fig. 1. Smoothed group-sparsity iterative hard 

thresholding recovery.

kept, while the rest of them are put to zero. The 

iteration will be terminated when the gap between 

root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) values of successive 
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iterations are lower than a given tolerance (defined as 

tol= ). The proposed GIHT method not only pursues 

the sparsity of image in a given transform domain, but 

also takes into account image characteristics. As a result, 

quality of reconstructed image is improved in comparison 

to GSL20 algorithm[5].

3. 2. Smoothed group-sparsity iterative hard 

thresholding 

For removing noise as well as reducing blocking 

artifacts, we incorporate a frame-based filtering with 

the proposed group-sparsity iterative hard 

thresholding algorithm to form a smoothed 

group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding recovery 

method as illustrated in Fig. 1. The initialization 

process is followed by a frame-based filtering of 

image. A bilateral filter[18] is used here since it is a 

popular filter for color image. By reflecting both 

geometric closeness and perceived photometric 

similarity, the bilateral filter not only efficiently 

smooths image but also preserves edges. After the 

filtering process, an image is divided into blocks each 

of which is DCT transformed. The Landweber 

iteration approximates a solution using 

        
 . The RGB-grouped 

coefficients are recovered by group-sparsity iterative 

hard thresholding algorithm. Approximated transform 

coefficients are converted back to spatial domain by 

IDCT process. The iteration is terminated when the 

given stopping criterion is satisfied.     

Ⅳ. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4. 1. Test Condition

Experiments are carried our to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed method. Six images in 

Fig. 2, which have different characteristics (i.e., 

smooth and detail), are used in the test. At the 

encoder, we use a block-based sensing scheme[19]. 

Each test image is divided into blocks of size 32x32. 

Each color component is sensed at the same 

그림 2. 원본 테스트 상

Fig. 2. Original test images.

sensing-rate from 0.1 to 0.5. Random Gaussian 

matrix is used as a measurement matrix since it 

satisfies the RIP condition and the incoherence 

condition with DCT transform basis with an 

overwhelming probability. The parameters of the 

bilateral filter are chosen by heuristic experiments 

such as: window size of bilateral filter is set to 5; 

spatial domain and intensity domain standard 

deviation of the bilateral filter is set to 0.5 and 0.1, 

respectively. Image is recovered block by block. In 

SGIHT algorithm, each block is subject to parallel 

processing; and the bilateral filter is applied to whole 

frame. The objective and subjective qualities of 

reconstructed image of the proposed GIHT and 

SGIHT are compared to that of state-of-the-art 

GSL20 algorithm
[5]
.   

4. 2. Objective Quality

As shown in Table 2, the performance of the 

proposed methods GIHT and SGIHT are much better 

than that of GSL20; the average PSNR gains of 

GIHT are about 1.3dB (Lena), 0.8dB (Peppers), 1.5dB 

(Lake), 1.4dB (Jet), 1.1dB (House). It shows that by 

taking into account energy distribution property of 

natural images, RGB-grouped coefficients are 

recovered more accurately. Note that, these images 

mostly contain smooth areas in which energy is 

much concentrated in low frequency region; it means 

that the zigzag scanning order reflects magnitude 

descending order of transform coefficients well. In 
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그림 3. 측정율 0.2에서 Lena  Mandrill 상의 복원 결과 (a) GSL20
[5]
; (b) GIHT; (c) SGIHT

Fig. 3. Reconstructed images of Lena and Mandrill image at subrate 0.2. (a) GSL20
[5]
; (b) GIHT; and (c) SGIHT.

Image subrate 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Lena

GSL20[5] 22.9 26.9 29.2 31.1 32.8

GIHT 25.6 28.1 30.3 31.9 33.4

SGIHT 27.0 29.4 31.4 33.1 34.5

Mandrill

GSL20[5] 18.0 19.4 20.4 21.5 22.7

GIHT 18.0 19.2 20.5 21.7 22.8

SGIHT 19.2 20.3 21.4 22.4 23.5

Peppers

GSL20[5] 21.7 26.5 28.9 30.5 31.8

GIHT 24.9 27.3 29.1 30.4 31.7

SGIHT 26.2 28.6 30.3 31.6 32.9

Lake

GSL20[5] 19.4 22.8 24.9 26.6 28.0

GIHT 22.1 24.4 26.1 27.5 28.9

SGIHT 23.3 25.6 27.2 28.6 29.9

Jet

GSL20[5] 21.3 25.8 28.5 30.8 32.9

GIHT 23.9 27.2 29.7 31.8 33.9

SGIHT 25.3 28.5 30.9 33.0 35.2

House

GSL20[5] 19.7 23.7 26.0 28.2 30.3

GIHT 22.1 24.7 26.9 28.7 30.8

SGIHT 23.2 25.8 27.9 29.8 31.8

표 2. 제안방법(GIHT, SGIHT)과 GSL20[5]과의 PSNR 비교 [dB]

Table 2. PSNR comparison of the proposed methods (GIHT, SGIHT) with GSL20[5] [dB].

case of Mandrill image, PSNR of our proposed GIHT 

is comparable to that of GSL20. In fact, Mandrill has 

much textural detail, therefore most energy should 

spread well over high frequency region. In other 
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words, the zigzag scanning order may not reflect 

magnitude descending order of this image well. As a 

result, we do not have much gain in terms of PSNR 

in case of Mandrill image.

Additionally, with the help of the bilateral filter, we 

were able to not only smooth images but also to 

preserve edges. Therefore, quality of reconstructed 

image is further increased. For example, in comparing 

with GSL20, average PSNR gains of the proposed 

SGIHT are 2.5dB (Lena), 1dB (Mandrill), 2.0dB 

(Peppers), 2.6dB (Lake), 2.7dB (Jet), and 2.1dB 

(House).

     

4. 3. Subjective Quality

Fig. 3 compares reconstructed images of our 

proposed methods and the state-of-the-art GSL20 

algorithm at subrate 0.2. It is obvious that SGIHT 

gives the best quality. Blocking artifacts appear in 

the reconstructed image of GSL20 due to low 

sampling rate and the mismatch of dominant 

transform coefficients between neighboring blocks[11]. 

By preserving those low frequency coefficients 

important in both terms of energy and visual 

sensitivity, GIHT algorithm not only mitigates much 

blocking artifacts in the reconstructed images but 

also produces clearer image. For example, in case of 

Mandrill image, even though GIHT gives similar 

PSNR as GSL20, but its recovered image looks better 

than that of GSL20.

Furthermore, as shown in those reconstructed 

images of SGIHT, with the help of the frame-based 

filtering process (by bilateral filter), we can further 

reduce blocking artifacts as well as high frequency 

oscillatory artifacts (caused by low sensing-rate
[20]

) 

that appear in the reconstructed images of GSL20 

and GIHT.     

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a smoothed group-sparsity iterative 

hard thresholding algorithm is proposed for improving 

the quality of reconstructed image. Our proposed 

group-sparsity iterative hard thresholding algorithm 

not only pursues sparsity of image in transform 

domain but also takes into account image 

characteristics. Moreover, by incorporating a 

frame-based filter with the proposed GIHT algorithm, 

our proposed SGIHT recovery not only pursues 

sparsity of each color component in transform domain 

but also pursues smoothness of color images in 

spatial domain. Experimental results showed that 

performance of our proposed method is much better 

than that of the state-of-the art GSL20 algorithm in 

both terms of objective (i.e., average PSNR gains up 

to 2.7dB) and subjective qualities.
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